Altered Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Responses to Nonpainful Sensory Stimulation in Fibromyalgia Patients
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Abstract

Objective—Fibromyalgia (FM) is a disorder characterized by chronic pain and enhanced responses to acute noxious events. However, the sensory systems affected in FM may extend beyond pain itself, as FM patients show reduced tolerance to non-nociceptive sensory stimulation. Characterizing the neural substrates of multisensory hypersensitivity in FM may thus provide important clues about the underlying pathophysiology of the disorder. The aim of this study was to
characterize brain responses to non-nociceptive sensory stimulation in FM patients and their relationship to subjective sensory sensitivity and clinical pain severity.

**Methods**—Functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used to assess brain response to auditory, visual, and tactile motor stimulation in 35 women with FM and 25 matched controls. Correlation and mediation analyses were performed to establish the relationship between brain responses and 3 types of outcomes: subjective hypersensitivity to daily sensory stimulation, spontaneous pain, and functional disability.

**Results**—Patients reported increased subjective sensitivity (increased unpleasantness) in response to multisensory stimulation in daily life. Functional MRI revealed that patients showed reduced task-evoked activation in primary/secondary visual and auditory areas and augmented responses in the insula and anterior lingual gyrus. Reduced responses in visual and auditory areas were correlated with subjective sensory hypersensitivity and clinical severity measures.

**Conclusion**—FM patients showed strong attenuation of brain responses to nonpainful events in early sensory cortices, accompanied by an amplified response at later stages of sensory integration in the insula. These abnormalities are associated with core FM symptoms, suggesting that they may be part of the pathophysiology of the disease.

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a syndrome expressed mainly as chronic somatic symptoms involving enhanced mechanical pain. FM patients are also hypersensitive to experimentally induced pain in other modalities, including thermal, chemical, and electrical stimuli (for example, see refs. 1 and 2), across multiple body sites (3). Accordingly, functional brain imaging studies have shown abnormally enhanced neural responses to a variety of nociceptive stimuli in FM patients (for example, see refs. 4–6).

In addition to greater pain sensitivity, reduced tolerance (augmented unpleasantness) to normatively innocuous auditory, visual, olfactory, and tactile stimuli has been reported in FM patients (7–12), as well as a general preference for lower levels of external stimulation (10). Sensitivity to auditory and tactile stimulation was also significantly augmented in FM in comparison with another chronic pain condition, rheumatoid arthritis (10,12). These observations suggest that a more general multisensory hypersensitivity may characterize the disorder. Recent studies have shown a higher proportion of otoneurologic symptoms in FM patients in the absence of detectable peripheral sensory pathology (for example, see refs. 13 and 14). A study that specifically controlled for peripheral pathology found reduced unpleasantness thresholds for FM patients along a range of auditory stimulus frequencies (14), together with a subclinical hearing loss for specific frequencies. Interestingly, electrical auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) in the brain mostly show reduced amplitudes in FM (for example, see refs. 15–17). Taken together, these findings suggest a 2-stage alteration in sensory processing of auditory stimulation in FM—attenuation of primary sensory responses (reflected in reduced auditory ERPs and hearing symptoms) combined with response amplification at later processing stages (reflected in augmented unpleasantness/reduced tolerance).

Available experimental data give further support to the possibility of a dual functional alteration in FM in response to nonpainful sensory stimulation. As mentioned above, cortical recordings suggest that excitability of primary sensory cortices, and specifically auditory
cortex, may be abnormal in FM (7,15–17). A well-established relationship exists between excitability of primary auditory areas and central serotonergic neurotransmission (18). Low serotonin levels have repeatedly been found in FM patients using indirect measures (for example, see ref. 19), and serotonergic pharmacotherapy appears to have therapeutic benefits in FM (20). Evidence in animals and humans shows a robust association between low serotonergic activity and a strong “intensity dependence of auditory evoked potentials (AEPs)” (i.e., the increase of AEP amplitudes as a function of increasing tone intensity) (18,21). Importantly, Carrillo-de-la-Peña and colleagues (7) showed remarkably steeper increases in AEP amplitudes with increasing stimulus intensities in FM patients. Aside from these data suggesting abnormal processing at primary sensory cortices, consistent evidence has been accumulated supporting a role for augmented insula metabolism and response in FM (4–6,22,23). The insula has a role in the multimodal integration of sensory stimuli (24–26) and has been repeatedly associated with feelings of unpleasantness in response to sensory input (24,26,27).

Together, these studies suggest that potential alteration in non-nociceptive sensory processing in FM patients may provide important clues about the underlying pathophysiology and mechanisms of response to treatment. However, to our knowledge, there are no previously published reports of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) addressing multisensory processing at the neural systems level in FM patients and its relationship with core pain-related symptoms. In the present study we used fMRI to identify alterations in brain responses to nonpainful (auditory, visual, and tactile) sensory stimulation in 35 FM patients compared with 25 healthy controls. We hypothesized that FM patients would show 2 types of changes: 1) reduced responses to non-nociceptive sensory stimulation in early sensory cortices (in accordance with augmented perceptual auditory thresholds, reduced ERPs, and serotonergic dysfunction); and 2) augmented responses in the insula and possibly other areas important for multisensory integration and affect (in accordance with patients’ reduced tolerance to sensory stimulation). These changes might be correlated with subjective measures of hypersensitivity to sensory stimulation in daily life and with core symptoms of FM, including widespread spontaneous pain and functional disability.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Ethics statement

This study was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Ethics and Institutional Review Board of the Autonomous University of Barcelona (reference no. SAF2010-19434). All patients and healthy controls provided written informed consent for clinical and fMRI assessment and subsequent analyses.

Subjects

Sixty women participated in the study, including 35 FM patients and 25 healthy controls. Subjects were matched for age (mean ± SD 46.55 ± 5.94 years for patients versus 44.64 ± 5.94 years for healthy controls; t-test = −1.05, P = 0.30), years of education (mean ± SD
14.31 ± 4.56 years versus 15.00 ± 4.98 years, respectively; *t*-test = 0.54, *P* = 0.59), and handedness (all right-handed).

The FM patients were consecutively selected during clinical followup to construct a homogeneous sample showing severe and persistent symptoms. All patients met the American College of Rheumatology 1990 criteria for the classification of FM (28). The mean ± SD duration of illness was 83.63 ± 53.53 months. The mean ± SD number of tender points upon study assessment was 15.86 ± 1.96. The mean ± SD total score on the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) (29) was 66.07 ± 16.05 (maximum score of 100), and the mean ± SD functional capacity score on the FIQ was 4.60 ± 1.86. Patients had a mean ± SD score of 32.07 ± 18.82 (maximum score of 100) for general perception of health according to the 36-item Short-Form health survey (30). Patients’ mean ± SD Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (31) ratings were 8.77 ± 4.83 for depression and 11.37 ± 4.13 for anxiety.

Vision and hearing on neurologic examination were normal for all patients and controls. Also, there were no significant differences (*P* > 0.1) in the proportions of farsightedness (16% of controls, 8.6% of patients; χ² = 0.78, *P* = 0.38), presbyopia (44% of controls, 45.7% of patients; χ² = 0.02, *P* = 0.90), myopia (32% of controls, 34% of patients; χ² = 0.03, *P* = 0.85), astigmatism (28% of controls, 14.3% of patients; χ² = 1.71, *P* = 0.19), cataracts corrected by surgery (4% of controls, 0% of patients; χ² = 1.42, *P* = 0.23), and reduced corneal humidity (0% of controls, 8.6% of patients; χ² = 2.25, *P* = 0.13). The proportion of past relevant auditory complications that were functionally asymptomatic at the moment of examination was also similar between groups (8.0% of controls, 8.6% of patients; *P* = 0.94), and these functionally asymptomatic auditory complications included chronic otitis (2 patients and 2 controls) and mild Ménière syndrome (1 patient).

Patients were allowed to continue with their stable medical treatment (further information is available at [http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf](http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf)) but were required to refrain from taking occasional (rescue) analgesic drugs (i.e., nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs [NSAIDs], paracetamol, and tramadol) 72 hours prior to fMRI. We excluded control subjects with relevant medical and neurologic disorders, any form of chronic or acute pain, substance abuse, or history of psychiatric illness. Contraindication to MRI, including pregnancy, was a general exclusion criterion for both groups.

Self-report measures of multisensory sensitivities and pain perception

We used 2 measures to assess for potential hypersensitivity to nonpainful sensory stimulation. The first was the self-rated questionnaire of sound hypersensitivity (adapted Spanish version: test de hipersensibilidad al sonido [THS]; THS-G-UF instrument). This measure demonstrates high reliability and internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.90) for measuring subjective distress related to hypersensitivity to sound (32). The second was the Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile (AASP) (33). We focused on 2 subscales of interest (sensory sensitivity and sensory avoidance) across 2 modalities of interest (visual and tactile processing) to derive a total score for each modality computed as the addition of the subscale scores. We chose these 2 subscales based on their successful prior use in FM.
patients (12) and their ability to measure subjective hypersensitivity to sensory stimulation. The AASP has been validated in a sample of ~900 adolescents and adults and has been used to examine sensory processing across the age spectrum. Both subscales have shown reasonable internal consistency (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.66–0.82$) (33).

Spontaneous pain was assessed using a 101-point verbal scale. A score of 0 represents no pain and a score of 100 represents the most intense pain imaginable, perceived in the body as a whole or in most of its extension rather than referring to any focal tenderness. Patients were asked to report spontaneous pain ~1 hour before the imaging session. All controls scored “0” for spontaneous pain.

**Stimuli and fMRI task description**

A block design fMRI paradigm was developed with alternating 30-second periods of rest (no stimulation) and activation (concurrent visual, auditory, and tactile motor stimulation) for a total of 4 rest–activation cycles (further information is available at [http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf](http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf)). Activation periods consisted of the simultaneous presentation of visual stimulation (at a temporal frequency of 3 Hz [equivalent to 6 color reversals per second] with a full-field flashing checkerboard composed of a grid of black and white alternating squares [80 ± 10 lux]) and auditory stimulation (a series of 15 tones of frequencies in the range of 233.1–1,318.5 Hz, presented at a temporal frequency of 3 Hz, with an intensity of 75 ± 5 dB) coupled with a finger-opposition task during which the subject was instructed to touch the tip of the right thumb with the other fingers (from index finger to little finger) (further information is available at [http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf](http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf)).

**MRI acquisition**

We scanned participants with an Achieva 3.0 TX system (Philips) with an 8-channel phased-array head coil and single-shot echoplanar imaging. Functional sequences consisted of gradient-recalled acquisition in the steady state (repetition time 2,000 msec, time to echo 35 msec, flip angle 90°) within a field of view of 23 cm, a 96 × 69–pixel matrix, and a slice thickness of 4 mm (slice gap 1 mm). Twenty-two slices parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure covered the whole brain. The sequence included 4 additional discarded volumes to allow the magnetization to reach equilibrium.

**Image preprocessing**

Imaging data were processed using MatLab version 2011b (MathWorks) and statistical parametric mapping (SPM) software (SPM8; The Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience). Preprocessing involved motion correction, spatial normalization, and smoothing using a Gaussian filter (full-width half-maximum kernel of 8 mm). Data were normalized to the standard SPM–echoplanar imaging template and resliced to 2 mm isotropic resolution in Montreal Neurological Institute space. Regarding motion correction, translation and rotation estimates (x, y, z) were less than 2 mm or 2°, respectively, for all
participants, and no subjects were excluded because of artifacts or head displacement/rotations.

**Statistical analysis**

**Between-group differences in self-report measures**—Two-sample t-tests were computed using SPSS software to assess between-group differences in subjective sensitivity to visual, auditory, and tactile sensory information in daily life as assessed by the AASP and the THS.

**Functional MRI brain responses to sensory stimulation**—Our analyses aimed to identify between-group differences in brain activation evoked by nonpainful sensory stimulation and their association with measures of clinical severity and subjective sensitivity to stimulation in patients’ daily lives.

For each subject, a primary task regressor was created by convolving the sensory stimulation blocks with a canonical hemodynamic response function. The “off” (rest) condition served as an implicit task baseline. Parameter estimates were calculated at each voxel using the general linear model. A high-pass filter was used to remove low-frequency signal fluctuations (1/128 Hz).

(Sensorimotor stimulation – baseline) contrast images for each participant were carried forward to the group level using the summary statistics approach to random-effects analysis. One-sample t-tests were used to test within-group contrasts, and 2-sample unpaired t-tests were used to test the between-group activation differences (i.e., the [stimulation – baseline] × [FM – control] interaction).

A series of supplementary analyses were performed to assess the influences of head motion, medication, global vascular effects, and time since diagnosis on between-group activation differences. The pattern of between-group differences was maintained overall after controlling for these variables. Medication had limited normalizing effects (i.e., anti-depressants, anxiolytics, and NSAIDs mildly reduced the magnitude of alterations in limited portions of the cerebellum and visual and auditory areas). A complete summary of these analyses and results is available at [http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf](http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf).

**Brain-behavior correlations and mediation analyses**—We first identified regions showing significant (stimulation – baseline) × (FM – controls) effects (Figures 1C and D). Then, within these regions, we performed correlation analyses in SPM8 in the patient group to test for linear relationships between (stimulation – baseline) activity and 3 types of outcomes: 1) measures of patients’ clinical impairment (FIQ total and functional scores) and spontaneous pain (numerical rating scale score from 0 to 100) 1 hour before the MRI assessment; 2) subjective reports of hypersensitivity to auditory, visual, and tactile-related stimulation in daily life (measured using the THS and AASP questionnaires described above); and 3) time since diagnosis (which is related to time exposed to the disorder).
We also tested whether the relationship between enhanced subjective sensory sensitivity and the clinical condition (FM diagnosis present versus absent) was mediated by the magnitude of task-evoked brain responses during the sensory-motor paradigm. The mediation tests several joint hypotheses. Path a tests whether subjective sensory sensitivity predicts (stimulation – baseline) brain activity. Path b tests whether (stimulation – baseline) brain activity predicts FM status (FM versus controls) in a logistic regression, controlling for subjective sensory sensitivity. A test of the path a × b product tests the mediation effect. Thus, the path b effect provides a test of whether brain activity predicts FM status above and beyond subjective sensitivity alone, and the path a × b effect provides a test of whether brain responses explain a significant proportion of the covariation between sensory sensitivity and FM status. The analyses were conducted using the brain mediation toolbox (http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/tools) following an approach that has been used and described extensively in previous work, with bias-corrected, accelerated bootstrap tests and the logistic link function for path b (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf).

**Thresholding and multiple comparisons**—We used cluster extent-based correction to control the family-wise error (FWE) rate at $P_{FWE} < 0.05$ across the whole brain (211,062 voxels in gray and white matter). Spatial extent thresholds for all statistical comparisons were determined by 5,000 Monte Carlo simulations using AlphaSim as implemented in the SPM REST toolbox (34). For (stimulation – baseline) and its interaction with (FM – controls), we used a primary cluster-defining threshold of $P < 0.005$, which resulted in a minimum extent threshold of 321 voxels for cluster level–corrected significance. For correlation analyses, which are less highly powered at the voxel level, we used a primary cluster-defining threshold of $P < 0.01$ and a reduced brain volume corresponding to the voxels showing significant between-group differences (including [controls > FM] and [FM > controls], 12,777 voxels). The corrected threshold for $P_{FWE} < 0.05$ was $k = 93$ voxels.

**RESULTS**

**Behavioral measures**

The patient group reported moderate-to-severe spontaneous pain ~1 hour prior to the MRI session (mean ± SD 71.29 ± 15.87 on the numerical rating scale). Compared to controls, FM patients showed significantly higher subjective sensory sensitivity (increased unpleasantness) to acoustic stimulation measured using the THS (mean ± SD 5.16 ± 5.63 versus 16.89 ± 11.32; $t$-test = −5.28, $P < 0.0001$) and scores on the visual (mean ± SD 11.56 ± 5.53 versus 21.51 ± 6.26; $t$-test = −6.37, $P < 0.0001$) and tactile (mean ± SD 11.81 ± 5.02 versus 18.80 ± 6.20; $t$-test = −4.71, $P < 0.0001$) processing subscales of the AASP. The Z-transformed average of subjective sensitivity measures (auditory, visual, and tactile) was likewise significantly greater for the FM group (mean ± SD −0.66 ± 0.48 versus 0.47 ± 0.81; $t$-test = −6.72, $P < 0.0001$). Table 1 reports strong positive correlations between patients’ clinical severity and subjective hypersensitivity measures.
Brain responses to multisensory non-nociceptive stimulation

For both groups, robust activation was observed in primary/secondary auditory cortices, middle temporal gyri, hippocampi, occipital gyri, and cerebellum, primary and secondary somatosensory cortices extending to insular/opercular cortex, and basal ganglia. Other medial and lateral frontal areas were also activated (Figures 1A and B) (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-infibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf). These results included sensory areas associated with each component (visual, auditory, and tactile) of the multisensory task.

Compared with healthy controls, the FM group showed reduced task-related activation in primary/secondary auditory cortices, middle temporal gyri, hippocampi, ventral basal ganglia, and inferior occipital gyri (very specifically, BA17 and parts of BA18) extending to the bilateral cerebellum (Table 2 and Figure 1C). Regions of significantly greater activation were found for the patient group in the right insula extending to the opercula and the anterior part of the lingual gyrus contiguous with the parahippocampal gyrus (Table 2 and Figure 1D).

Associations between clinical severity of FM and task-evoked brain activation

A specific analysis was carried out to assess the correlation between FM clinical severity (total FIQ score, functional FIQ score, and spontaneous pain) and fMRI responses to multisensory stimulation in regions showing significant between-group effects (which are reported in Table 2 and Figure 1). Higher total FIQ and spontaneous pain scores were significantly correlated with lower activation magnitudes in visual areas (Figures 2A and C) (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-infibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf). Additionally, the FIQ functional score was significantly negatively correlated with activation in auditory cortices (Figure 2B) (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-infibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf).

Association between subjective hypersensitivity to daily sensory stimulation and task-evoked brain activation in FM

We found a significant negative association between primary visual cortex activation and subjective reports of hypersensitivity to sound and between superior/middle temporal gyri activation and hypersensitivity to tactile stimulation (Figure 3) (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-infibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf). Such results suggest that lower activation of primary sensory regions in FM is associated with greater unpleasantness evoked by daily-life acoustic and tactile stimulation.

Consistent with these findings, an exploratory whole-brain mediation analysis (Figure 4) (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-infibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf) showed that the relationship between enhanced subjective multisensory sensitivity and FM...
status (FM versus controls) was partially mediated by reductions in task-evoked brain activation within specific visual and auditory areas. These regions were entirely contained within the map of significant between-group effects presented above. The results suggest that attenuated neural responses mostly in early sensory cortices explain some of the enhanced sensory sensitivity (unpleasantness) to multisensory events in FM and thus may contribute to functional impairments in the disease.

**DISCUSSION**

This study provides new evidence of a prominent alteration in the central processing of nonpainful multisensory stimulation in FM patients. It extends previous findings by mapping a dual alteration at the cortical level during processing of visual, auditory, and sensorimotor stimulation. Specifically, FM patients showed significant attenuation of brain responses at primary levels of cortical processing in visual and auditory areas. This hypoactivation in sensory areas was accompanied by an amplified response at a later stage of input integration, involving the right insula and the anterior lingual gyrus. Importantly, neural response attenuation was correlated with subjective reports of multisensory hypersensitivity in daily life and core pain-related symptoms in patients, which highlights the functional relevance of the observed brain response alterations.

Importantly, all measures of sensory hypersensitivity were significantly correlated with spontaneous pain in the patient group. Spontaneous pain was also associated with deficient activation in primary/secondary visual cortical areas. Furthermore, the relationship between multisensory hypersensitivities and the clinical category (FM diagnosis present versus absent) was partially mediated by the deficient activation of specific regions of visual and auditory cortices. Overall, these findings suggest that general hypersensitivity to non-painful sensory stimulation and the underlying cortical alteration in sensory processing areas are related to the cardinal symptom of FM (i.e., widespread bodily pain). Importantly, distinct evidence suggests that subjective pain perceptions may emerge from augmented processing of nociceptive signals and/or reduced processing of non-nociceptive sensory information (for example, see refs. 35 and 36), suggesting the importance of imbalances in different forms of sensory processing in mediating pain. Consistent with this evidence, our study confirms that nonpainful primary sensory processing is blunted in FM, although no conclusions can be drawn as to the directionality of the relationship between such functional alteration and pain symptoms.

It has been shown repeatedly that the experience of pain can be reduced by the concurrent processing of nonpainful sensory stimulation (e.g., vibratory and tactile stimulation) (35,37,38). In the context of chronic pain, neurostimulation of peripheral and central loci carrying or processing nonpainful sensory information (e.g., spinal cord stimulation at the dorsal columns) has proven effective in significantly reducing pain symptoms (39,40). Specifically in FM, non-nociceptive sensory neurostimulation interventions such as peripheral nerve stimulation (for example, see ref. 41), transcranial magnetic stimulation, and direct current stimulation (42) have yielded significant pain relief. Interestingly, recent evidence suggests that sensory neurostimulation applied to other central locations (e.g., visual cortex in migraine syndrome) may have similar positive effects on chronic pain.
symptoms (43). Our findings of reduced cortical activation in primary/secondary visual and auditory cortices, which were associated with subjective pain symptoms, may suggest potential new cortical targets for neurostimulation treatments in FM patients.

The pattern of response attenuation in primary/secondary auditory cortices is congruent with existing evidence of poorer perceptual discrimination of auditory information including subclinical hearing loss for high frequencies (14) without peripheral underlying pathology in FM. It is also consistent with the observed amplitude reduction of ERP components (15–17) in response to auditory stimuli in these patients, and with the observation of lower resting cerebral blood flow in temporal and occipital cortices in FM (44).

We found a paradoxical and intriguing cross-modal effect in the analysis of correlations; for example, hypersensitivity to sounds was correlated with visual cortex hypoactivation in the patient group. There is increasing evidence of relevant cross-sensory interaction at the cortical level (45) and evidence that neural activity in primary sensory areas is modulated by signals from the other primary sensory cortices (46). In this context, the observed correlations may reflect cross-modal attenuation or down-regulation of sensory processes in response to a situation of multisensory hypersensitivity in FM. Alternative explanations may include potential competing effects of attentional resources during concurrent processing of different sensory modalities (47).

FM patients showed task-related hyperactivation in 2 areas, namely, the right insula and the right anterior lingual gyrus. Lingual hyperresponses have been reported for different subject groups showing augmented sensitivity to pain in clinical and genetic studies (for example, see refs. 48 and 49). As predicted, we found enhanced task-evoked responses in the right insula, which were particularly strong in the posterior division.

Such an observation is consistent with recent evidence of augmented insular responses to visual stimulation in FM patients (23). The (posterior) insula region, together with SII in the parietal operculum, has been characterized by its relevant role in sensory integration (24–26), both within the somatosensory modalities (touch and pain) and across sensory modalities (somatosensory, visual, and auditory) (50–52). Congruently, a recent study (24) showed that specifically the posterior aspect of the insula was functionally connected during the resting state and coactivated in a variety of task studies with somatosensory, visual, and auditory sensory areas. Augmented excitatory neurotransmission in the right posterior insula, which was associated with reduced pressure pain thresholds, has been documented in FM (22). Altered functional connectivity between the posterior insula and the so-called default mode network, which is known for its relevance in different aspects of self-referential processing, has also been described in FM and was associated with spontaneous pain (53). Our finding broadens the picture of posterior insula abnormalities in FM by documenting an amplified insula response to nonpainful stimulation in FM patients across sensory modalities.

It is worth mentioning that the pattern of brain response alteration did not show a general association with time since diagnosis (an approximation for time exposed to the disorder). Time since diagnosis showed a very limited effect on auditory task-evoked activation, such
that the shorter the exposure to the disorder the less the activation of specific temporal regions. This suggests that patients' response attenuation in temporal cortices may be stronger in earlier stages of the disorder. The effects of medication followed the same direction (medication was associated with greater activation in regions showing response attenuation in FM) and were restricted to very localized clusters. Between-group task-evoked activation differences were also maintained after controlling for medication status.

The present study is limited in that it does not provide comparison with another clinical pain condition. Our task was designed to provide a naturalistic presentation of multimodal sensory stimulation, and therefore our approach does not isolate the net contribution of each stimulation modality to the observed results. This may be particularly relevant for the tactile task component, which involved self-generated finger movements and thus additional brain activity in the motor system. Between-group differences in task activation were found for auditory and visual areas, but not for the somatosensory cortex. The lack of significant results at this level could be related to the more complex nature of the sensorimotor task. Future research aimed at isolating modality-specific abnormalities in FM is needed for each sensory domain and particularly for the somatosensory system using pure tactile stimuli. Our study is also limited in that we did not register unpleasantness scores evoked by the task despite measuring subjective sensitivity to daily sensory stimulation using validated measures.

Finally, fMRI is limited in that it does not provide an absolute measure of neural activity; therefore, we cannot rule out an effect of potential between-group differences in baseline levels of neural activity on the observed results. This may be particularly pertinent in case auditory stimulation related to the scanner background noise (even if attenuated using MRI-compatible headphones) had exerted different effects in the 2 study groups. However, considering that the pattern of task-related hyporesponses in FM was also remarkably present in visual areas, it is rather unlikely that different responses to scanner background noise were mostly responsible for the pattern of between-group effects.

This imaging study is the first to map central alterations of the neural response to non-nociceptive multisensory stimulation in FM. It provides evidence of a 2-fold central alteration involving attenuation of primary cortical processing of sensory signals and amplified response at a level of multimodal sensory integration. The findings may help to reconcile the paradoxical observation in FM patients of augmented subjective unpleasantness to sensory stimulation co-occurring with poorer perceptual discrimination and reduced ERP responses. Considering the robust between-group effects and the relationship between primary sensory processing and monoaminergic neurotransmission, the fMRI paradigm used in this study stands as a suitable candidate to assess the neural mechanisms underlying treatment effects in FM.
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Figure 1.
Regions showing significant task-evoked activation in healthy controls (A) and fibromyalgia (FM) patients (B) and between-group differences in task-evoked activation (C and D). Results are displayed at a corrected threshold $P_{\text{family-wise error}} < 0.05$ estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. $t = t$-test.
Figure 2.
Regions for which task-evoked activation was significantly correlated with symptom severity in fibromyalgia patients. **A**, Correlation between brain activation and Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) total score. **B**, Correlation between brain activation and FIQ functional score (item 1 of the FIQ assessing functional impairment in a variety of daily life activities). **C**, Correlation between brain activation and spontaneous pain. The plots illustrate the correlation at the peak voxel (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf) for each analysis. Lines above and below the regression line represent the 95% confidence interval of the correlation. Brain map results are displayed at a corrected threshold $P_{\text{family-wise error}} < 0.05$ estimated using Monte Carlo simulations within the mask of regions showing significant between-group effects. Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/art.38781/abstract.
Figure 3.
Regions for which task-evoked activation was significantly correlated with measures of hypersensitivity to sound (A) and touch (B). The plots illustrate the correlation at the peak voxel (further information is available at http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/files/papers/Lopez-Sola-fMRI-responses-to-Nonpainful-stimulation-in-fibromyalgia-patients-supplement.pdf) for each analysis. Lines above and below the regression line represent the 95% confidence interval of the correlation. Brain map results are displayed at a corrected threshold $P_{\text{family-wise error}} < 0.05$ estimated using Monte Carlo simulations within the mask of regions showing significant between-group effects. AASP = Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile. Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/art.38781/abstract.
Figure 4.
Significant brain regions mediating the relationship between multisensory hypersensitivity and clinical category (fibromyalgia [FM] diagnosis present versus absent). The mediation analysis tests whether the covariance between 2 variables (the predictor X and the predicted outcome Y) can be explained by a third variable (the mediator, M). In this case, path a (−) indicates that subjective sensory sensitivity (X) negatively predicts (stimulation – baseline) brain activity in occipital, temporal, and cerebellar regions (M). Path b (−) shows that (stimulation – baseline) brain activity in such regions (M) negatively predicts FM status (Y) in a logistic regression, controlling for subjective sensory sensitivity. Path a*b corresponds to the product of path a and path b coefficients and shows that response in the brain areas illustrated (top) explains a significant proportion of the covariation between sensory sensitivity and FM status. Path c’ indicates the relationship between X and Y controlling for M. All voxels show 2-tailed \( P < 0.05 \) for paths a, b, and a*b (10,000 bootstrapped tests). Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at [http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/art.38781/abstract].
## Table 1

Bivariate correlations between hypersensitivity to nonpainful stimulation and clinical severity measurements in fibromyalgia patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AASP visual</th>
<th>AASP tactile</th>
<th>FIQ total</th>
<th>FIQ functional</th>
<th>Spontaneous pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THS</td>
<td>0.741†</td>
<td>0.625‡</td>
<td>0.564‡</td>
<td>0.351§</td>
<td>0.606‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AASP visual</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.480‡</td>
<td>0.452‡</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.474‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AASP tactile</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.408§</td>
<td>0.505‡</td>
<td>0.555‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIQ total</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.357§</td>
<td>0.616†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIQ functional</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.414‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* AASP = Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile (2 subscales of interest [sensory sensitivity and sensory avoidance] for 2 modalities of interest [visual and tactile processing]); FIQ = Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire; THS = self-rating questionnaire on hypersensitivity to sound.

† $p < 0.001$.
‡ $p < 0.01$.
§ $p < 0.05$. 

$*$
Table 2

Statistics for the region clusters showing significant between-group differences in task-evoked activation *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction of difference, region</th>
<th>k †</th>
<th>x, y, z ‡</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM patients &lt; healthy controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left temporal gyr/basal ganglia/hippocampus</td>
<td>2,528</td>
<td>−52, −14, −6;</td>
<td>6.61;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right temporal gyr/basal ganglia/hippocampus</td>
<td>2,733</td>
<td>48, −24, −4;</td>
<td>5.55;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior occipital gyr (BA17, BA18)/ cerebellum</td>
<td>6,093</td>
<td>22, −88, −20;</td>
<td>7.92;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM patients &gt; healthy controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>46, −8, 0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior lingual gyrus</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>20, −54, −12</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistics correspond to a corrected threshold $P_{\text{family-wise error}} < 0.05$ estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. FM = fibromyalgia. BA = Brodmann Area.
† Cluster size (k) is given in $2 \times 2 \times 2$-mm voxels.
‡ Coordinates in Montreal Neurological Institute space.